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A dangerous journey through a fantasy world of different dimensions is going to take you down an adventure of a lifetime. You are Rabi-Ribi, a beautiful young girl that will meet the Three Gods and discover the truth about why she was sent to the surface. But you’re not alone. Each of the gods has a mysterious power that will be an important part of
your journey. With a blessing from each of the gods, you set out on an epic adventure to find a mysterious object that could change your destiny. Developed by Finnish developer Titillium, here is your chance to explore a world full of monsters, traps, allies, and mystery. Are you ready? Key Features - An original story full of classic adventure elements -
A rich, vibrant world with beautiful environments and characters - A diverse cast of characters that you will meet along your journey - 60 handcrafted musical tracks composed by 3R2, Triodust, and MWT.Waiting - 6 difficulty levels Thriller 2000 Play now, discover later! Become a godkiller in the best game of the year! Thriller 2000 is a real-time action
game with a graphically beautiful age of 2K where you play as Auu The Horrible in a story that truly reads like a legend! Key Features •Fast and Easy to Learn -Real-time game that looks and plays beautiful •Enter Thriller Land -Gargantuan and competitive action-adventure game - Thriller Land is a new gaming universe full of different sub-areas in
which the player has to find different pieces of the right gear to open passageways that will help him to enter the real Thriller Land •The Game of Your Lives - An epic storyline where you will encounter various races, including a race of pyromaniacs, in a vast, vast galaxy in which everything is burning, exploding, and falling apart •Choose Your
Adventure - Hours and hours of gameplay – where you will meet new characters who will grant you amazing powers and new places where you can enter to achieve more •Build Your Popularity - Customize your own weapons with new materials •Age of Empires III 2K Edition - Thriller 2000 comes packed with additional content including graphics and
challenge mode upgrades Featuring beautiful graphics of 2K, new content and features, and challenging puzzle-solving, Thriller 2000 was created to be the best in the

Features Key:
 A science fantasy mod based on the FTL-series by Gregory G. M. Stolszcza inspired
 A perception-distorting field and a variety of special environments allowing the player to modify reality
 A combat system in a world of wondrous machines similar to Mech:
 Full-fledged strategy game in the context of the Freeciv-platform
 ** As source code analysis prepared by the extended team of contributors
 Translucent character development allows the player to recognize changes in the story
 High quality 3D graphics fully prepared by industrial artists
 Many various plot twists and cinematics
 Backstory and information contributing to the development of game mechanics
 Refined user interface, with optimal dialogues and media
 Unparalleled and constantly expanding details

Inferna Release plan and delivery method:

Inferna release plan:

The first Alpha stages, 4 milestone releases.
The first Beta release.
The first Full release.
The first US-version. (Delta needs a US-offline translation.
The second Alpha stages, 4 milestone releases.
The second Beta release.
The second Full release.

The maximum planning time of Alpha and Beta stages:

Alpha:

 2 months.
 3 months.
 4 months.
 6 months.
 8 months.

Beta:

 3 months.
 4 months.
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